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Proposed Biden Retroactive
Capital Gains Tax Could Be
Challenged on Constitutional
Grounds
Introduction
Having resolved the infrastructure bill, Congress now begins
debate and consideration of the budget through a reconciliation
process since that can be passed with 50 votes, bypassing the
normal process that subjects legislation to filibusters.1 As part of
that package, the Democratic majority is considering a number of
tax increase ideas: raising the top rate to 39.6 percent2, increasing
the corporate tax from 21 percent to 28 percent3, a minimum
“book” profits tax4, taxing investment income as ordinary income5,
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Key Facts:
President Biden has
proposed raising the top
capital gains tax rate from
23.8 percent to 43.4
percent as one of several
tax increase ideas for the
federal budget this year.

The increase would
produce real harms for
people depending on
capital gains income, and
would make U.S. tax rates
the highest in the world.

While courts have upheld
retroactive taxes in some
cases, it is not the legal
slam dunk that proponents
think it is.

levying a 10 percent surtax on high earners6, imposing a one-time 2.5 percent wealth tax7, and imposing
an annual 2 percent or 3 percent wealth tax.8
One idea in play is a retroactive capital gains tax increase, raising the top tax rate, currently 23.8 percent,
imposed on the gain from the sale of assets held longer than a year.9 President Biden’s budget proposal
suggested raising the rate on such capital gains to 43.4 percent for households with income over $1
million, effective for all sales on or after April 2021. This would be in addition to Biden’s “stepped-up basis”
proposal to impose capital gains at death above a $1 million exemption, which would also be in addition
to the existing estate tax.10 Biden’s capital gains proposal may serve as the starting point of the discussion
for Congress.
President Biden’s proposed retroactive capital gains tax increase will produce real harms. A recent Wall
Street Journal article already shared one story: Paul Settle, a 64-year-old Kentucky man who has fixed up
five apartment buildings and plans to retire on the proceeds, would see his savings cut in half by the
proposal, even though he makes only $75,000 per year.11
Under this proposed tax, combined federal and state taxes on capital gains would average 48 percent (itself
a 66 percent increase over current law), exceed 50 percent in thirteen states and the District of Columbia,
and reach 58.2 percent in New York City.12 The combined average federal and state capital gains would
surpass Denmark, Chile, and France to become the highest capital gains tax rate in the industrialized
world.13
Moreover, such a tax hike wouldn’t even accomplish the desired goal of increasing revenue. Analysts at
Penn-Wharton concluded that Biden’s proposed capital gains tax increase would lower federal revenue by
$33 billion, rather than raise the administration’s estimate of $370 billion or more.14 The Penn-Wharton tax
model generally produces results that are similar to those of the Congressional Budget Office, which suggests
that Congress’s official scorekeeper is unlikely to see a capital gains tax hike producing large amounts of
revenue. Unprepared small businesses and taxpayers facing this historic economic hit retroactively will be
especially hurt, particularly coming after a COVID pandemic that has devastated many of them.

Why a Retroactive Tax?
One reason President Biden and key Democrats may want a capital gains tax increase to be retroactive
is because there are numerous studies demonstrating that whenever a capital gains tax increase is about
to take effect, there is a rush of sales (“realizations”) and a one-time spike in capital gains tax collections,
followed by multiple years of lower levels of collections.15 The reverse is also true, with capital gains
collections soaring in the years following a rate reduction.
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Experts differ on why, but the general theory is that hiking the capital gains tax pushes people to shift
from long-term investment activity toward short-term consumption activity, cashing out and spending
the money since the tax rate on investing the money is the same or higher. If a tax increase is structured so
that the effective date already happened months ago, investors would obviously have no chance to unload
assets at favorable tax rates before the new policy kicks in.

The Problems With Retroactivity
Aside from these undesirable economic effects, supporters of the policy face another challenge: retroactivity
is not a legal slam dunk. Taxpayers may be surprised to learn that retroactive taxes are permissible at all.
After all, to quote the Supreme Court in Landgraf v. USI Film Products (1994), “the presumption against
retroactive legislation is deeply rooted in our jurisprudence… [e]lementary considerations of fairness
dictate that individuals should have an opportunity to know what the law is and conform their conduct
accordingly; settled expectations should not be lightly disrupted.”16 In other words, you shouldn’t be
expected to comply with a law before it has actually passed.
Though the constitutionality of retroactive taxation is not a settled legal issue, there’s plenty of basis to
question their legality. The U.S. Constitution bans ex post facto laws that retroactively apply criminal laws.17
The Fifth Amendment’s Takings Clause prevents arbitrary confiscations and deprivation of property rights
except for public use and with payment of just compensation.18 The Bill of Attainder clause bars legislatures
from singling out people for punishment for past conduct.19 The Eighth Amendment’s Excessive Fines
Clause prohibits financial penalties that are, to quote the Court, “grossly disproportional to the gravity
of the defendant’s offense.”20 The Due Process Clause has also been interpreted to protect reliance and
require fair notice, with retroactive application requiring independent justification that it is “a legitimate
legislative purpose furthered by rational means.”21 Finally, at least two current Supreme Court justices
(Chief Justice John Roberts and Justice Sonia Sotomayor) have written that a legislature directing a court
to enforce a retroactive statute will in some cases violate the separation of powers.22
Retroactive taxes violate the fundamental principles of transparency and stability. Retroactive tax increases
undermine certainty in the law and the ability of taxpayers to plan their affairs by relying on the law
today, not based on what legislators in the future decide the law was.
Retroactivity also undermines public respect for the law and belief that the system is fair. Where retroactive
tax obligations have been imposed on taxpayers in the past, they have avoided substantial public and legal
backlash largely because they are usually narrowly imposed on small subsets of people or businesses, and
because of a general lack of public awareness that the imposition of retroactive taxes is even possible,
much less that it happens.

Are Retroactive Taxes Constitutional?
The U.S. Supreme Court has never directly addressed the question of the constitutionality of retroactive
taxes, though it did come close in United States v. Carlton (1995).23 That case dealt with a new estate tax
deduction for selling stock in employee stock ownership plans that was included in the tax reform law
passed in October 1986. In January 1987, the IRS announced that the deduction had a loophole in not
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requiring that the taxpayer own the stock before dying, and that it would seek legislation to fix it. That
legislation was introduced in February 1987 and passed in December 1987 with retroactive effect to the
1986 law.
The Supreme Court declined to strike down the 14 months of retroactive application, specifically citing that
the period of retroactivity was “modest,” the IRS had given quick notice that it would seek a legislative fix,
and that the law essentially reverted an unintended change.24 Left unsaid was whether a similar change
without notice and with much more than one year of retroactivity would be permissible. Justice Sandra
Day O’Connor concurred separately to warn that anything more than one year would probably violate
the Due Process Clause, while Justices Antonin Scalia and Clarence Thomas agreed with her, dubbing
retroactive taxation to be “bait-and-switch taxation.”25
Older cases that remain valid precedent are clearer. In 1927, a 12-year period of retroactivity was struck
down as “so arbitrary and capricious as to amount to confiscation,” violating due process.26 The next year,
the Supreme Court struck down retroactive application of the new gift tax, both for gifts made before the
legislation was unveiled and after.27 In 1934, a new tax on silver with 35 days of retroactive application was
upheld with the Court specifically noting that it was only seven days excluding the period counting from
when President Roosevelt announced he was seeking the legislation.28 This may be why the White House
is seeking an April 2021 effective date for the retroactive capital gains tax increase, as President Biden
announced the proposal on April 28, 2021, although it was not widely publicized at the time and investors
are still becoming aware of it.
Retroactive taxes have been struck down under other provisions of the Constitution. In 1887, a retroactive
tax law with criminal penalties for non-compliance was invalidated under the ex post facto clause.29 In
1946, the Court observed that a retroactive punishment masquerading as a tax law may run afoul of the
Bill of Attainder Clause.30
At the state level, New York courts strike down anything beyond one year of retroactivity, South Carolina
courts have called two or three years of retroactivity to be “simply excessive.”31
There have been horror stories of retroactive tax laws, primarily at the state level, being imposed on activity
that happened years ago. The lack of recent U.S. Supreme Court guidance has erroneously convinced
many state judges that there is no constitutional limit on retroactive taxation, with backwards-looking
enactments of up to 27 years being upheld in Washington state. Kentucky has upheld over ten years of
retroactivity, Michigan six-and-a-half years, California up to four years, and the Ninth Circuit Court of
Appeals up to six years.32 Arizona allows any period of retroactivity if the law is described as curative
(clarifying an ambiguous law), and a number of courts have upheld such laws even when they undo
judgments won by taxpayers.33
See id. at 32-33.
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Many of these states uphold retroactivity automatically if the state says the purpose is to avoid revenue
losses, which is essentially giving the government an automatic win. Sometimes the government is blatant
about reversing its own regulation from decades earlier and then demanding back taxes for the intervening
years.34 Often, retroactive assessments are thrown in by auditors or state tax authorities to give them
negotiating leverage to push the taxpayer to settle on other claims. Consequently, very few retroactivity
cases make it to trial or appeals because taxpayers just want to get the unpleasant processover with, or
authorities settle before it gets as far as a pro-taxpayer court decision.

Conclusion
NTUF’s Taxpayer Defense Center was formed in part to rectify this imbalance against taxpayers and
to assist taxpayers without the means or ability to pursue retroactivity cases all the way to a favorable
decision.35 Absent outside help, the vast majority of taxpayers are vulnerable to being intimidated into
settling or paying assessed obligations even if the law is in their favor.
Retroactive taxes are bad policy and unconstitutional, and unless President Biden and Congress drop the
concept, NTUF will seek opportunities to defend taxpayers from retroactive taxes all the way to the U.S.
Supreme Court.
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